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Challenges 
• Building strong, resilient MedTech patents and IP portfolios

• Maintaining (or extending) the useful lifetime of key patents and trade secrets

• Preventing invalidation of MedTech patents

• Ensuring that MedTech companies retain meaningful control over their 
valuable patented technologies

• Extracting the maximum value from MedTech patents



Overview

• Before Obtaining a Patent

• Maximizing Patent Coverage

• Potential Patent Challenges

• Maximizing Portfolio Value



Considerations Before and 
During Patent Prosecution



Develop a Strategic Plan or Vision

• What are the relevant overall business objectives?

– Narrow focus vs. multi-faceted goals

– Stay current with business focuses

– Tailor to types of clients

• What type of IP would be helpful in achieving those objectives?

• What would or could be done with a resulting patent? 
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Due Diligence Considerations

• Conduct patentability and/or landscape searches

• Impart understanding of the potential effect of third-party patents and ways to 

address them

– Freedom-to-Operate analyses

– Tools available to attack patents of others

– Strategically acquiring IP generated by third parties
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Application Preparation and Prosecution

• Inventor interviews:

– Building a compelling backstory

– History about the medical need for this technology

– Inspirations for innovating and problems with the existing technology

– Details about the advantages of the technology over available options on the market

– Teasing out the details about how the technology is to be used

• Business side considerations:

– Budgets and deadlines– provisional patent application?

– FDA approval for the technology?

– File a comprehensive application up front?
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Good Prosecution “Hygiene”

• Candor and duty of disclosure – 37 CFR 1.56

– IDS practice

– Don’t hide unfavorable test results or clinical data

– Be consistent with the information you submit to different government entities

– Deal with art head-on

– Pre-emptively raise art to “inoculate” the resulting patent 

• Keep a healthy file history—avoid prosecution history estoppel

• Third-Party Preissuance Submissions
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Healthy Patent Family Strategies

• Continuations and Divisionals – keep something pending

– The value of your portfolio is significantly enhanced if it is still pending

– This is helpful for infringement, licensing, and financial deals (i.e., bond offerings, 

acquisitions, etc.). 

• Mine comprehensive specifications as business develops

– Change is inevitable, but if you have a strong application, you can adapt with the 

market

• Patent “thickets”
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Patent Term Adjustment Strategies

• Thorough analysis of prosecution timing upon allowance

• Sparing use of terminal disclaimers if possible

• Use of divisionals where appropriate

• To maximize, respond at strategic times during prosecution!
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Considering Both Utility and Design– Medical Devices

• Protect design features of medical devices and accessories

– Make sure your initial application includes all figures of your accessories

– Incomplete or inaccurate figures can harm your future design patents

• Is there a disposable associated with your medical device?

– Third parties will try to erode those sales quickly

– Design patents can help protect the interface with your device and maintain your brand
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Post-Grant Considerations



Patent Term Extension

• Premarket government approval process?

• Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984 (“Hatch-

Waxman Act”)

• Selection of granted patent for use in PTE process: timing, scope of coverage

• Deadlines for applying
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Treating “Unhealthy” Patents

• Continuation practice – “design arounds” and modifications of scope

• Re-issue for substantive errors in claims or disclosure

– Not covering everything you’re entitled to

– Covering too much – issues with the prior art?

– Inaccuracies in disclosure or in priority claims?
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Strategies for Late-Stage Patent Families

• Breadth of Patent Disclosure

– Remaining scope to pursue in continuations/divisionals?

– Cost-benefit analysis

• Has the technology moved on?
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Preparation for Potential 
Patent Challenges



How can we create the most resilient MedTech patent 
portfolios for withstanding invalidity challenges?

1. Claim scope preservation

a. Pre-emptively prepare for offensive and defensive legal challenges

2. Claim drafting strategies

a. Consider scope, type, and features 

b. Prepare now for changes in the market and the legal landscape

3. Litigation Tactics
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Claim Scope Preservation

• Prosecution with an eye toward litigation and invalidity challenges

• Avoidance of estoppel related to claim scope

– Office action response tactics

– Put only the strongest technical arguments on the record to avoid unnecessary characterizations 
of the art

– Attack legal sufficiency of Examiner arguments

– Judicious use of Examiner interviews

• Optimize your portfolio

– Develop a relationship with the examiner

– Discover the key distinguishing limitation and use to expand the scope of future claims
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Claim Drafting Strategies

• Again, relates to prosecution strategies for litigation preparation

• Selection of claim types, scopes, and structures to pursue to avoid pitfalls of 
shift in legal landscape

– 35 U.S.C. §101: patent subject matter eligibility considerations

– 35 U.S.C. §112:

– Enablement considerations

– Written description considerations
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Litigation Tactics

• Patent Trial and Appeal Board

– Petitioner

– Is the portfolio open

– Will winning really achieve your goals

– Is invalidity better paired with non-infringement, or better to address independently

– Patent Owner

– Is your portfolio open and can you live with dropping this patent

– Can you file more patents quickly and still achieve your goals

– Understand the difference between POPR and POR
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Litigation Tactics

• District Court

– Patent Owner

– Is the portfolio open

– Define your object before you file (market share, royalty, brand reputation, etc.)

– Access case value early to harmonize case with expected outcome

– Accused Infringer

– Is your portfolio open and is this merely the first battle

– There are often non-infringement and invalidity arguments, assess early where you 
want to have those fights (PTAB or District Court)

– It’s not always about the money. Are there other creative solutions?
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Additional Considerations for 
Patent Control and Value 
Maximization



Patent Marking– Consistent and Routine

• Enforcement/maintenance strategies for practiced patents

• Apparatus covered by MedTech patent(s)?
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Patent Rights Transfer: Effective Licensing and 
Assignment Strategy 

• Recognizing how to maximize value of portfolio

– Ongoing royalties

– Prune the portfolio

– Focus efforts

• Evaluate based on business needs and goals

• Generate revenue
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Third Party Involvement Considerations

• Research and development collaborations?

– Ownership/transfer arrangements?

– Craft detailed IP provisions in advance

– Prepare for any mix of inventorship

– Anticipate payment structures

– Consider both licenses and assignment provisions

• Contracting/subcontracting agreements?
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Government Involvement and Rights

• Fact-specific

• Prepare in advance for when, how, and if a government entity can lay claim to a 
particular patented MedTech invention to maximize your rights

– Bayh-Dole Act and “march-in” rights

– Government contracts and grants (SBIR, etc.)

– 28 USC Section 1498
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Ukraine Conflict 
Resources
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Our lawyers have long been trusted 

advisers to clients navigating the complex 

and quickly changing global framework 

of international sanctions. Because 

companies must closely monitor evolving 

government guidance to understand what 

changes need to be made to their global 

operations to maintain business continuity, 

we offer a centralized portal to share our 

insights and analyses.

To help keep you on top of 

developments as they 

unfold, visit the website at

www.morganlewis.com/

topics/ukraine-conflict

To receive a daily digest 

of all updates, please visit 

the resource page to 

subscribe using the 

“Stay Up to Date” button.

http://www.morganlewis.com/topics/ukraine-conflict
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Our Beijing and Shanghai offices operate as representative offices of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP. 
In Hong Kong, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius is a separate Hong Kong general partnership registered with The Law Society of Hong Kong. 
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